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A platform for hybrid and

virtual events

... because people are what really matters, their
contact, sharing knowledge.

  
We like connecting people

and reducing distances...
even if it is sometimes in a virtual way...

  
 



Web App

We create a customized WEB-APP for your event   
A responsive website available for Android, iOS
and PC devices that brings together and enhances
all the features of a traditional website.
 
Your event just a click away
 



Features

Customized Web

Registration form
Private area for attendees 
Papers and virtual posters

agenda

Scientific program
Speaker information (CV,
picture, videos)
Presentations, social
media...

live streaming  

Streaming integrated in the APP
and website, online video with
unlimited connections
Live editing (video of the speaker
and slideshow)
Advice and technical/audiovisual
support to guarantee the quality
of the live event

Public or private

access

Private area for attendees
Attendee management and
sending of notifications
Attendance Control
Accreditations

DOCUMENTATION AND

24/7 UPDATES

In the private area,
attendees will have 24/7
access to presentations
Live and pre-recorded
management of the congress
Instant Push Notification
Service

Surveys and VotES

Attendees can actively
participate and interact with
the speakers through
surveys, questions...
.



Available on PC, Smartphone and Tablet
Open or limited access
Registration form and paper submissions
Embeddable Streaming
Live interaction with participants and speakers
Virtual area for sponsors
One to one interviews
Surveys
Questions to the speaker
Photo gallery
Documentation area: downloadable presentations and
certificates
Encrypted access
Grupo RiC Native App

 



Complete event set-up
Valid for hybrid and entirely virtual events
Pre-meeting with speakers for coordination and
verification of equipment
Permanent technical assistance during the live show with
floor management and edition  
Embeddable both in our web-app and a live broadcast
from the client's YouTube channel (or a white label one)
On-screen speaker image and slides
Live debate with participants' interventions
Interaction with attendees in multiple ways (chat, private
questions, live public...)

Streamings



Coordination with speakers and moderators 
Individual meeting with speakers for equipment checking
and organization of the live show
Permanent technical support during the live event with
floor management and edition
Embeddable both in our web-app and a live broadcast
from the client's YouTube channel (also from Grupo RiC
or a white label one)
Synchronization between speakers and slides 
Live debate between speakers with live interventions
from the public via chat and questions to the speaker
Technical control of the live broadcast
Interactive voting, surveys, maximum feedback 

 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT



Possibility to rent a set (available in several cities) 
Augmented reality
Custom designed platform
On-screen speaker image and  slides
Surveys and Live Quiz
Possibility of gamification 
Unlimited number of attendees

AND EVEN MORE...



We have sets in Barcelona and Madrid (options in other cities
on demand)
Preparation of television sets in any hotel, conference
centre or emblematic place if one or more speakers can be
physically present
Possibility to connect all speakers remotely
Possibility of making a virtual, multi-venue or hybrid event 

 

Virtual Event Venues 



Customized section dedicated to the collaborators:
logo
promotional clip
1 to 1 interviews
inclusion of documents and links

Possibility to set up exclusive spaces for sponsors:
presentation sponsorship
promotional clips during the breaks

Metrics of access

 

collaborations and sponsorships



"Share with us your
event idea and we'll
make it happen"
 
 

Meetings with care

GRUPO RIC
Professional Congress Organisers

www.gruporic.com 
93 410 86 46 I info@gruporic.com


